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I_N RE:. Petitioner: 
Beneficiary: 

PETITION: Petition for a Nonimmigrant Work,er Pursuant to Section 10l(a)(l5)(H)(i)(b) of the 
Immigration and Nationality Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(15)(H)(i)(b) 

ON BEHALF OF PETITIONER: 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Enclosed please find the decision of the Administrative Appeals Office (AAO) in your case. 
I 

This is a ilon-pteced~nt decision. The AAO does not announce new constructions of law nor establish 
ageqcy policy through non-precedent decisions. If you believ~ the AAO incorrectly applied C\lrrent law or 
policy to your case ot if you seek to present new facts for consideration, you may file a motion to reconsider 
or a rpo(iOn to reopen, respectively. Any motion must be filed on a NotiCe of Ap·pe~l ot Motion 
(Form i-290B) within; 33 days of the d~te of this decision. Please review the Form 1-290B Instructions at 
http://www .uscis.gov/forms for the latest information on fee, filing location, and oth¢r requirements. 
See also 8 C.F.R. § 103.5. Do not file a motion directly with the AAO. · 

·Thank you, 

-?-ndc.JT.~ 
Ro? Rosen~e~g . : tJ .. ,., . 
Ctnef, Admmtstrattve Appeals Offtce 

WlVW;IISCis.goy 
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DISCUSSION: The service center director denied the nonin:unigrant visa . petition, and the 
Acl.mit;listra.tive Appeals Office (AAO) dismissed a subsequent appea.l. The matter is again before the 
AAO on a. combined motion to reopen and reconsider. The motion will be dismissed. The petition 
will remain deniecl.. 

On the Fortn I -129 visa petition, the petitioner dc:::sqjbe.s Jtself as a marketing consulting serVices 
company1 established in 2006. In order to employ t,Ve beneficiary in what it designates as ail 
"eth.nic markets coordinator'' position,2

· the petitioner · seeks to chtssify her as a nonimmigrant 
worker in a specj(J,lty occupation pursuant to Section 101(a)(15)(H)(i)(b) of the Immigration and 
Nationality Act (the Act), 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(15)(H)(i)(b). · 

The law, facts, and procedural history of this case were fully discussed in the AAO' s prior decision 
and it will only repeat certain la~s and facts as necessary. The petitioner filed the instant petition 
on October 11, 2011. On December 20, 2011 the director denied the petition, concluding that the 
petitioner failed to ·demonstrate: ( 1) that the proffered position qualifies for c_la.ssifica.tion as a 
specialty occupation; and (2) that the beneficiary is qualified to perfotril the duties of a specialty 
occupation. Cou.nsel filed a timely appeal, which theAAO dismiss.ed oil January 3, 2013. In its 
decision dismissing · the appeal, the AAO affirmed both grounds of the director·' s decision denying 
the petition. · 

Counsel filed the instant matter on February 1, 2013. The submissions constituting this joint motion 
include the following: (1) the Form I-290B, Notice of Appeal or Motion; (2) the Form G-28, Notice 
of Entry of Appear<mce as Attorney or Accredited Representative; (3) a cover letter from counsel, 
dated January 31, :2013, which identifies the documents submitted on motion; (4) counsel's brief in 
support of the motion; (5) an evaluation of the beneficiary's educational credentials, dated January 
25, 2013 (after the AAO;s decision to dismiss the appeal), that the petitioner obtained from a firm 
named (6) ail . 
memorandum, dated April 4, 2012 and addressed to .the' Director of U.S. Citizenship and 
Im:m:igta:tion Services (USCIS); in which . · presents its arguments in supp_ort of its contention 
that AAO and l]SCIS Service Centers adjudications were incorrectly interpreting the H-1B 
regulatory terrils "Specia.lty Occupation" and ''Body of Highly Specialized Knowiedge;'; ('7) a copy 
of the AAO's decision dismissing the appeal; lincl (9) information printed from the USCIS' website 
regarding the proper filing address for appeals and motim_1s. 

As wiil be discussed below, the AAO finds that the submissions ·on motion do not meet the 
requirements of a motion to reopen or a motion to ·reconsider. The regulation at 8 C.F.R. 

1 The petitioner provided a North Americ.an Industry Classification System (NAICS) Code of 541613, 
"Marketing Consulting Services." U.S. Dep~t of Commerce, U.S. Census Bureau, North American Industry 
Classification System, 2012 NAICS Definition, "541613 Marketing Consulting Services," 
http://www.census:gov/cgi-bin/sssdinaics/naicsrcb (accessed S¢p. 10, 2013). 

~ The Labor Condition Application (LCA) submitted by tne petitioner in support of the petition was certified 
fot the SOC (O*NET/OES) Code 27-3031, the associated Occupational Classificationof "Public Relations 
Specialists," and a Level I (entry-level) prevailing wage rate. 
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§ 103.5(a)( 4) states that a motion wl}ich does not meet applicable requirements must be dismissed. 
Accordingly, both components of this joint motion (that is, the motion to reopen and the motion to 
reconsider) will be dismissed in accordance with that reg~lation. 

I . The Submissions Do Not Meet the Requirements of a. Motion to ReQpen 

The AAO will first address the issue of whether counsel's submissions meet the requirements of a 
motion to reopen described at 8 C.F.R. § 103.5(a)(2). 

The regulation at 8 C.F.R. § 103.5(a)(2) states that a motion to reopen II!I,lSt st~;~.te the new facts to be 
provided in the reopened proceeding and be supported by affidavits or other documentlry evidence.3 

Generally, the evidence sought to be reviewed as presenting rtew facts must be material, previously 
u.nav~;~.il:,1ble, and not discoverable earlier in the proceeding. Cf. 8 C.F.R. § 1003:23(b)(3).4 

However, the supporting evidence submitted by counsel on motion does not satisfy this requirement. 

As noted above, the AAO issued its decision dismissing the appeal on January 3, 2013. The AAO 
notes that the aforementioned memorandum was issued on April 4, 2012; a date after the 
authorized period for submitting matters on appeal had expired. However, the AAO finds that 
neither tbe arguments presented ·in the document, the document's citations and references, nor any 
item addressed in the doc1,1ment constitutes ~·new facts to be provided in the reopened proceeding,'' 

3 The provision at 8 C.P.R. § 103.5(a)(2) states, in pertinent part, the following: 

Requirements jot motion to reopen. A motion to reopen must state the new facts to be 
provided in the reopened proceeding and be supported by affidavits or other docurneQt~ry 
evidence .... 

This regulation is supplemented by the instructions on the Form I-490B, by operation of the rule at 
. 8 C.P.R. § 103.2(a)(l) that all submissions must comply with the instructions that appear on any form 
prescribed for those Submissions. With regard to riJ.otion.s to reopen, Part 3 of the Fonn I-Z90B submitted by 
counsel states the following: ·· 

Motion to Reopen: The motion must state new facts and must be supported by affidavits 
and/or documentary evidence. 

The regulation at 8 C.P.R.§ 103.2(a)(l) s~tes, in pertinent part, t}ie foUowing: 

[E]very application, petition, appeal,. motion, r~quest, or other document submitted on the 
form prescribed by this chapter shall be executed and filed. iil accordance with the 
instructions on the form, such instructions . . . being hereby incorporated into tbe particular 
section of the regulations requiring its submission. 

4 Moreover, the wotd "new" is defined as "1. Having existed or been made for only a short time ... 3. Just 
discovered, founcl, or learned <new evidence> .... " .Webster's II New College Dictionary 736 (Houghton 
Mifflin 2001). Based upon the plain meaning of the word "new,'' a new fact is found to be evidence that was not 
available and could not have been discovered orptesented in the previous proceeding. 
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as required by the provision at 8 C.F.R. § 103.5(a)(2). Likewise; the AAO finds th,at, while the 
edm:ational credentials evaluation submitted by counsel on motion w~s dated a_fter th,e 'AAO issued 
its decision dismissing the appeal, this educational-credentials opinion which is t,he re~son for the 
document's Sl!brnission is not based upon- and the content of the document doe.s not identify ..... MY 
"new facts" that would be provided if the proceeding were reopened. While this lack of "new facts" 
to justify reopening is decisive and requires dismissal of the motion, the AAO also notes that there 
had been no earlier constraints upon the petitioner obt~ining educational evaluations or presenting 
the types of arguments made in the document. 

Nor does cmmsel' s brief constitute new evidence in and of itself, as the unsupported statements of 
counsel on appe,aJ or in a motion are not evidence and therefore ate not entitled to any evidentiary 
weight. See INS v. Phinpathya, 464 U.S. 183, 188-89 n.6 (1984); Matter of Ramirez-Sanchez, 17 
I&N Dec. 503 (BIA 1980). 

Accordingly, as the motion states no new facts to be provided if the proceeding w~re reopened, and, 
as naturally follows, presents no supporting affidavits of other documentary evidence, as required 
by the regq_lation at 8 C.F.R. § 103.5(a)(2), the motion-to-reopen component of this joint rn:otion must 
be dismissed. · 

Motions for the reopening of iiiimigration proceedings are disfavored for the same reasons as are 
petitions for rehearing and motions for a new trial on the basis of newly discovered evidence. l!VS v. 
Doherty, 502 U.S. 3-14, 323 (1992)(citing INS v. Abudu, 485 U.S. 94 (1988)). A party seeking to 
reopen a proceeding be(lfs a "heavy burden." INS v. Abudu, 485 U.S. at 110. Counsel's slibmission 
does not meet this burden. 

For all of these reasons, the submissions do not meet the requirements for a :r:notiov to reopen. 

U. The SQbmissions Do Not Meet the Requirements of a Motion to Reconsider 

A motion to reconsider must state the reasons for reconsideration and be supported by citations to 
pertinent statutes, regulations, and/or precedent decisions to establish that the decision was based on 
an incorrect applic~tion of law or USCIS policy. A motion to reconsider a decision on an 
application or petition must, when filed, also establish that the decision was incorrect based on the 
evidence of record at the time of the initial decision. See 8 C.P.R. § 103.5(a)(3) (requirements for a 
motion to reconsider) artd the instructions for motions to reconsider at Part 3 of the Form I-290B.S 

5 The regulation at 8 C.F.R. § .I03.5(a)(3) states the following: 

Requirements for motion to reconsider. A motion to reconsider must State the reasons for 
. reconsideration and be supported by any pertinent precedent decisions to establi.sh that the 
decision was based on an incorrect application o( law . or Service policy. A motion to 
reconsider a decision on an application or petition must, when filed, also establish that the 
decision was incorrect based on the evidence of tecqtd at the time of tbe initial decision. 

Again, this regulation is supplemented by the instructions on the Form 1-29013, by operation of the rule at 
8 CF.R. § 103.2(a)(l) that all submissions must comply with the instruCtions that ~ppear on any form 
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The submissions on motion do not satisfy the requirements of a motion to reconsider because they 
do not establish that the AAO's January 3, 2013 decision was incorrect b.ased upon the evidence of 
record at the time the AAO issued the decision. 

As ~ prelimirlary matter, the AAO will here first state its determination that, in its adjudication of 
the motion to reconsider, the AAO will consider neither the educational evaluation nor the 
memorandum · submitted on motion. A motjon to reconsider a decision on a petition must, by 
regulation, establish that the contested decision was incorrect based on the evidence of record ~t the 
time of that decision. However, neither ofthe aforementioned documents had been submitted into 
tbe record upon which that was before the AAO when it made its decision. See 8 C.F.R. 
§ 103.5(a)(3). 

A. Speci~lty Occupation 

Counsel notes that, in its decision dismissing the appeal, the AAO stated that "[b ]y virtue of their 
number and differences, the proposed duties appear specialized and complex." However, contrary 
to counsel's suggestion, that statement is not an acknowledgement that the proffered position or its 
constituent duties are so specialized, complex, and/or unique as to require at least a bachelor's 
degree, or the equivalent, in a specific specialty, as would be necessary to establish a position as a 
specialty occupa.tion as it is defined at 214(i)(l) · of the Act and the regulation at 
8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(ii). So, too, there. i.s no incon~istency between the AAO ~cknowledging 
some complexity and specialization in a position but not finding th~t the evidence of record 
establishes that the position is a specialty occupation. 

Next, the AAO finds that counsel mischaracterizes the AAO's decision in asserting that it was 
based, at leastparti~l.lly, upon the proposition that a position cannot qualify as a specialty occupation 
unless a degree in only one field or specialty will equip a person to serve therein. Rather, as is 
self..:evident in the decision's language, the AAO correctly determined that .the Occupational 
Outlook Handbook described such a wide range of disparate degrees held by persons in the 
pertinent occupational category as to not be indicatiVe . of a position that' te.quires a degree in a 
specific specialty. In pertinent part, the AAO's decision on the appeal states: 

-Here, although the Handbook states that public relations specialists "typically need a 
bachelor's degree," the Handbook, si'gnificantly for our ptirposes here, does not state 
that this group of workers typically needs a bachelor's- degree in any specific 
specialty. Further, .the Handbook affirmatively indicates that there 1s no one 
academic major ot closely-related grol!p of ~cadem.ic majors that is normally 
required fot entry into the Public Relations Specialists occupational group. In this · 

prescribed fot those S1Jblflissions_. With regard to motions for reconsideration, Part 3 of the Form I-290B 
submitted by counsel states the following: 

Motjon to R,econ~ider: The motion must be supported by citations to appropriate statutes, 
regulations, orprecedent decisions. · 
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regard, the AAO notes that the Handbook states · that employers "usually," but not 
exclusively, want candidates "who have studied,'' but not necessarily have attained 
degrees in, "public relations, journalism, cominunications, English, of business." 
thus, the Handbook recognizes that bachelor'~ degrees in a wide variety of fields of 
study, including - but not limited to ~ public rel~ti<ms, joufl}~lism, communications, 
English, and business, are sufficient for entry into the occupation. Accordingly, as 
the Hg:ndbook indicates that working as a public relations specialist does not 
notrnally require at least abachelor's degree or the equivalent in a specific specialty . 

. or its equivalent for entry into the occupation, it does not support the proffered 
position as satisfying the first criterion ~t 8 C.ER. § 2l4.2(h)( 4 )(ili)(A). 

On motion counsel argues as follows: 

AAO rejects the evidence ·that has been submitted from the employer, the 
Department of Labor, the Public Relations Society of America [PRSA], and the 
marketplace that this position requires the attainment of a l3achelor' s Degree or its 
equivalent in a specific specialty as a minimum for entry into tbe occupation in the 
United States. · 

The AAO disagrees. As discussed in the AAO's decision dismissing the appeal, the information 
from the Handbook indicates precisely the opposite - that a bachelor's degree in a specific 
specialty, or the equivalent, is not required. As was also discussed in th~t decision, O*Net OnLine 
apd the position's SVP rating do not establish that a bachelor's degree in a specific spe<;ialty, or the 
equivalent, is required, either, and the same is true of the information from the PRSA. 

With regard to the information from the "marketplace'' referenced by counsel, which the AAO 
presumes refers to the job vacancy announcements, the AAO noted in its prior decision that the 
seven job vacancy announcements submitted by counsel do not sc:~,tisfy the first alternative prong of 
8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(2) for several reasons. The AAO first noted that W,e petitioner had 
not submitted any evidence to demonstrate that the poSitions being advertised in tbese vacapcy 
announcelllents c:J,re ''parallel" to the position proffered here. Second, the MO noted th.at the 
peti:tioner had submitted no evidence to demonstrating that any of thes.e adVerti$ement:S is from a 
compapy ''sim_ilc:J,r" to · the petitioner, in that it had submitted no evidence to establish that anY of 
these advertisers ~e similar to the petitioner in size, scope, scale of operations, business efforts, 
expenditures, or other fundamental dimensions. third, the AAO noted that the petitioner had not 
established that the job-vacancy announcements require a bachelor's degree, or the equivalent, in a 
specific specialty. Fourth, the AAO noted that the petitioner failed to submit any evidence 
regarding how representative these advertisements c:J,re qf the industry's usual recruiting and hiring 
practices with regard to the position advertised. 

Accordingly, the AAO found that the petitioner had failed to satisfy thefirstof the two, alternative 
prongs described at 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(2), as th~ evidence of record does not establish a 
requirement for at least a bachelor's degree in a specific specialty as common to the petitioner's 
industry in positions· that are both (1) parallel to the proffered position and (2) located in 
organizations that are similar to the petition~r. · 
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On motion, counsel states the following: 

It is certainly true that [the petitioner] is riot the size of Disney or Heineken. It is 
also true that the job descriptions from firms of that stature and size are very close to 
the job description for [the proffered position]. The fact that [the petitioner] is 
seeking to develop in a niche of the marlcet th~t oth~r firms in its industry are not 
pursuing is not evidence that employers consider this a position r~quiring less than a 
Bachelor's Degree.6 Other companies, bigger thail [the petitioner], see the advan_tage 
of ethnic m_~kets coordinators, ethnic marketing managers, mangers of multicultural 
marketing, trade marketing rp.anager (multicultural) [sic], and however else the 
position is labeled, and see this worlc ~s ~"specialty occupation." 

However, counsel's argument addresses neither: (l) the regulatory language at the first of the two 
altern~tive prongs described at 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(2); nor (2) the AAO's specific 
comments with regard to the particular job vacancy announcements submitted by counsel do not 

· satisfy that regulation. 

First, it is worth repeating the specific language contained within tbe first of the two alternative 
prongs described at 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(2): "[t]he degree requirement is common to the· 
inclustry in parallel positions among similar organizations." For purposes of this prong of 8 C.F.R. 
§ Zl4,Z.(b)(4)(iii)(A)(2), it is simply not relevant whether non-similar organizations "see the 
advantage" of hiring for a certain position. As stated by the regulation, in order to satisfy this 
prong of the regulation the petitioner must establish a requirement for at least a bachelor's degree in 
a specific specialty as common to the petitioner's industry in positions that are both (1) parallel to 
the. ~roffered position an3 (2) located in organizations that are similar to the petitioner. The 
petitiOner has not done so. · 

I 

Second, counsel does not (lddress the AAO's findings made in .its January 3, 2013 decision with 
regard to why the particular job vacancy annmmcements he submitted failed to establish: (1) that the 
positions being advertised in: these vacancy announcement-s are ''parallel" to the position proffered 
here;-(2) that any of these vacancy announcements js from a compap.y "similar" to the petitioner; (3) 
that these vacancy announcements specify a requirement for a bacbelor's degree, or the equivalent, 
in a specific specialty; and ( 4) how representative these advertisement.s are of the industry's usual 
recruiting and hiring practices with regard to the position advertisecl.. Nor does counsel address the 
AAO's comments regarding the relative probative value of these seven consciously-selected job 
vacancy ai1110Uncements, considering the Handbook's statement that there wete 258,100 persons 
employed in the United States as public relations specialists in 2010. 

In its January 3, 2013 decision dismissing the app~al, the AAO stated the following with 'regard to 
I 

6 CounseL is reminded that a requirement for a bachelor's degree alone is insufficient. USClS consiste~tly 
interprets the term ''degree" in the criteria at 8 C.P.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) to mean not just any bacca.Iaureate 
or higher degree, but one in a specific specialty tha~ is <lirectly related to the proffered position. See Royal 
Siam Corp. v. Chettoff. 484 F.3d at 147 (describing "a degree requirement in a specific specialty" as "one 
that relates direetly to the duties and responsibilities of a particular position''). 
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the LCA submitted by the petitioner in support of tbe petition: 

Also, the AAO incorporates here by reference and reiterates its earlier discussion 
regarding the LCA and its indication that the proffered position is a low-level, entty 
position relative to ,others within the occupation. Based upon the wage rate, the 
beneficiary is only required to h~ve a b1:1.5ic . understanding of t.be occupation. 
Moreover, that wage rate is indicative of a position where tbe beneficiary · would 
perform routine tasks that require limited, if any, exercise of independent judgment; 
would be closely supervised and monitored; would receive specific instructions on 
required tasks and expected results; and would have her work reviewed for accuracy. 

On motion, counsel states tbe following with regard to Level I wage rates: 
\ 

[The] AAO diminishes the position and the beneficiary arguing tbat the Wl:lge level 
on the LCA is only Level I. While it is true that LeVel I is entry level for prevailing 
wage. purposes, that is not relevant to this analysis ... Certainly the AAO doesn't 
contend that Level I wages are anathema to a "specialty occupation'' any more that it 
would contend. th!it Level 4 wages [paid] to a taxi cab driver makes that position a 
"specialty oc~upa.tion." · · 

On motion, theAAO finds that its decision on appeal was not based upon a view that a petitioner's 
sq.bmission of an LCA certified for a Level I wage-level LCA precludes classification of a proffered 
position as a specil:llty occupation. Each petition filing is a separate proceeding with a separate 
record. See 8 C.F.R. § 103.8(d). However, the AAO finds it a reasonable exercise of its 
adjudicative responsibilities to consider the LCA' s wage-level and the job implicl:lti_ons of that wage 
level that can be derived from DOL's guidance oil LCA wage levels as factors to be weighed in the 
context of the Handbook 's information regarding the relevant occupational group and as part of the 
totality of the evidence bearing upon the specialty occupation issue. In this regard, the AAO notes 
in particular that the Hand-book does not indicate that typical public relations specialist positions 
require a bachelor's degree, or the equivalent, in a specifi-c specialty. If, as the Ha.ndbook Indicates, 
public relations specialist positions do not comprise an occupational classification or group for 
which a bachelor's ot hjgher degree, or the eqq.iv~l~llt, iii a specific specialty, is normally a 
minimum requirement for entry, theq the fact that, as here, the petitioner subli1itted an LCA that had 
been certified only fot a Level I wage level is an evidentiary ,· factor tllat weighs against the 
credibility of the petitioner's claim that the beneficiary would be performing specialty occupation 
work. After all, as _the DOL's guidance indicates, a Level I wage-level designation is only 
appropriate for a position for which the incumbent need only possess a basic understanding of the 
occupation, which requires that the incumbent perfortn only routine tasks requiting limited, if any, 
exerCise of judgment, which subjects the incumbent's work to close supervision and monitoring for 
accuracy, and ·with regard to which the incumb~nt will receive . spedric instructions on required 
tasks and expected tesi.llts.7 Therefore, this particular claim on motion does not rnerit 
reconsideration of the AAO's decision to deny the appeal. 

7 See Prevailing Wage Determination Policy Guidance, available at http://www.foreignlaborcert. 
do1eta.gov/pdf/NPWHC_Guidance""'"Revised_ll_2009.pdf. 
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lil its Janu~ 3, 2013 decision dismissing the appeal, the AAO stated the following With regard to 
8 C.F .. R. § 2H.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(3): . 

In its December 1, 2011 letter, the petitioner conceded that this is the first time the 
petitioner has filed an H-lB speciaJ~y-occup~tion petitton for the instant position. 
Although the fact that a proffered position is a newly-cre~ted one is not in itself 
generally a basis for . precluding a position from recognition as a speci~lty 

oc;cup~tion, certainly an employer that has never recruited and hired for the position 
cannot satisfy the criterion ~t 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(J), which requires a , 
demonstration that it nonilally requires a b~chelor's degree, or the equivalent, in a 
specific speCialty for the position. 

On motion, counsel offers the following rebuttal: 

Because this would be the first Ethnic Markets Coordinator that [the petitioner has] 
hired, [the] AAO concludes that it is not the norm ~t [th,e petitioner's business], 
dismissing test 3 of 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A). Carried to a logical conclusion, a 
new position could never satisfy this tesf- an illogical conclusion . . 

Again, the reg11latjon at 8 C.P.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(3) specifically requires a demonstration that 
"[t]he ·employer nonnally requires a degree or its equivalent for the position.'' On a macro level,. 
counsel does not explain how an employer which has never before hired or recruited for a position 
can demonstrate that it normally requites a bachelor's degree, or the eqt~lvalent; .in a specific 
specialty, for that position. Nor, with regard to this specific case, does he explain, ot submit 
evidence to establish, that the petitioner normally requires a bachelor's degree, cit the equivalent, in 
a specific specialty, for this position. 

Because the petitioner has not demonstrated a history of r~ruitmg ~d hiring only individuals with 
a bachelor's degree, or the ·equivalent, in a specific specialty for the proffered position, tbe AAO 
affirms its prior determination that the petitioner failed to satisfy 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(3). 
Also, this · ~gument on motion to reconsider bears no merit .because the petitioner did not provide 
any by c;it~tions to appropriate statutes, regulations, or precedent de.cisions that would support the 
petitioner's argument here. 

Next, the AAO again finds that the · petitiOner has not satisfied the criterion at 
8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(4), which requires the petitioner to establish that the n~ture of the 
proffered position's duties is so specialized and complex that the knowledge required to perform them 
is usually associated with the attainment of a baccalaureate or higher degree in a specific specialty. 

ijoth on its own terms and also in comparison with the three higher wage~levels that can be 
designated in an LCA, the petitioner's designation of an LCA wage-level I is indicative of duties of 
relatively low complexity. 

In its J(JJ1uary 3, 2013 decision dismissing the appeal, the AAO stated the following: 
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As earlier noted, the Prevailing Wage Determination Policy Guidance issued by the 
U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) states tbe foUgwing with regard to Level I wage 
rates: 

Levell (entry) wage rates are assigned to job offers fot beginning 
level employees who have only a basic understanding of the 
occupation. These employees perfonn routine tasks that require 
limited, if any, exercise of judgment The tasks provide experience 
and familiarization with the employer's methods, practices, a,nd 
programs. The employees may perform higher level work for training 
and developmental purposes. these employees work under close 
supervision and receive specific instructions on required tasks and 
results expected. · Their wor~ is clo~ely monitored and reviewed for 

·accuracy. Statements that the job offer js for a research fellow, a 
worker in training, or an internship ate indicators that a Level I wage 
shouJd be considered [emphasis in original]. 

The pertinent guidance from the Department of Labor, at page 7 of its Prevailing 
Wage Determination Policy Guidance describes the next higher wage-level as 
follows: 

Level II (qualified) wage rates are assigned to job offers for qualified 
employees who have attained, either thr<;mgh education or experience, 
a good understanding of the occupation. They perfonn moderately 
complex tasks that require limited judgment. An indicator that thejob 
request warrants a · wage determination at Level II would be a 
requirement for years of education ~d/or experience that are 
generally required as described in the O*NET Job Zones. 

The above descriptive summary indicates that even this higher-than-design~ted wage 
level is appropriate for only "moderately complex tasks that require limited 
judgment." The fact that this high~r.,.than"hete-assign~d, Level II wage rate itself 
indicates performance of only "moderately complex tasks that require limited 
judgment,'; is very telling with regard to the relatively low level of complexity 
imputed to the proffered position by virtue of its Level I wage-tate designation. 

Further, tlw AAO notes the relatively low level of complexity that even this Level II 
wage-level reflects when compared with the two still-higher LCA wage levels, 
neither of which was designated on the LCA submitted to support this petition. 

The aforementioned Prevailing Wage Determination' Policy Guidance des.cribes the 
Level III wage designation as follows: · 

Level III (experienced) wage rates are assigned to job offers f()r 
experienced employees who have a sotmd understanding of the 
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occupation and have attained, either through education or experience, 
special s.kills or knowledge. They perform tasks that requite 
exercising judgment and may coordim1te the activities of other staff. 
They may have supervisory a:utllority over those staff~ A requirement 
for years of experience or educational degrees that are at the higher 
ranges indicated in the O*NET Job Zones would be indiCators that a 
Level III wage should be considered. 

Frequently, key words in the job title can be used as indicators that an 
employer's job offer is for an experienc-ed worker •. .. 

The Prevailing Wage Determination Policy Guidance describes the Level IV wage 
d.esignationa.s follows: 

Level IV (fully competent) wage rates Me assigned to job offers for 
competent employees who have sufficient experience in the 
occupation to plan and conduct work requiting judgment and the 
independent evaluation, selection, modification, and application of 
standard procedures and techniques. Such erp.ployees use advanced 
skills and diversified .knowledge to solve unusual and complex 
problems. These employees receive only technical guidance and t_beir 
work is reviewed only for application ·. of sound judgment and 
effectiveness in meeting the establishment's procedures and 
expectations. They generally have management and/or supervisory 
responsibilities. 

Here the AAO again incorporates its eatliet discussion and analysis regarding the 
implications of the petitioner' s submission of an LCA certified for the lowest 
assignable wage-level. By virtue of this submission the petitioner effectively 
attested that the proffered position is a low-level, entry position relative to others 
within the occupation, and that, as clear by comparison with DOL's instruCtive 
coriunents about the next higher level (Level II), the proffered position did not even 
involve .. niodera.tely complex tasks that requJre Hmite<l judgment" (the level of 
complexity noted for the next higher wage-level, Level JI). The AAO also finds that, 
separate and apart from the petitioner's submission of an LCA with a wage-level I 
designation, the petitioner has also failed to · provide Sl!fficiently detailed 
documentary evidence to establish that the nature of the specific duties that would be 
performed if this petition were approved is so specialized and complex that the 
.knowledge required to perform them is usually associated with the attainment of a 
baccalaureate or higher degree in a specific specialty. 

Again, counsel states the following on motion with regard to Level I wage rates: 

[The] AAO diminishes the positio11 apd the beneficiary arguing that the wage level 
on the LCA is only Levell. While it is true that Level I is entry level for prevailing 
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wage purposes, that is not relevant to this analysis ... Certainly the AAO doesn't '··
contend that Level I wages are anathema to a "specialty occupation". arty more that it 
would contend that L~vel 4 wages [paid] to a taxi cab driver makes that position a 
"specialty occupation." 

Once again, the AAO does not claim that an assignment of a Level I Wl:l.ge-lev~l on an LCA 
pre~ludes classification of a proffered position as a specialty occupation. l-lowever, the MO 
nonetheless affitws its prior reasoning with regard to 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(4) as well as its 
ultimate finding with. regard to that regulation that: 

By virtue of this submission the petitioner effectively attested that the proffered 
position is a low-level, entry position relative to others witllin the occupation, and 
that, as clear by comparison with DOL's instructive comments about the ilext higher 
level (Lev.el II), the proffered position did not even involve "moderately complex 
taslcs that require limited judgment" (the level of complexity noted for the next 
higher wage-level, Level II). 

It is simply not credible that the proffered position, whose duties do · not even involve "moderately 
complex tasks that require limited judgment," satisfies 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(4), which 
requires the petitimwr to establish that the nature of the proffered position's duties is s.o specialized and 
compiex that the knowledge required to perform them is usually associated with the attainment or a 
baccalaureate or higher degree in a specific specialty. 

The AAO will now address why the caselaw cited by counsel on motion do not est5lblis_h any ~rror 
in the AAO'sJanuary 3, 2013 decision. 

Counsel first cites Tapis.lnt'l v. INS, 94 F. Supp. 2dl72 (D. Mass. 2000). The AAO notes tha:t in 
Tapis /tit'[ v. INS, the U.S. district court found that whHe the legacy Immigration and Naturalization 

\ . . . . . . . . 
Sel"Vice (INS) wa:s reasonable in requiring a bachelor's ciegree in a specific field, it abused its 
discretion by igrtoting the portion of the regulations that i:illOws for the equivalep.t of a specialized 
baccalaureate . degree. According to the u.s; district Court, the INS's interpretation was not 
reasonable beeause then l-i-lB visas would ortly be ava_ilable j:q fielqs where a specific degree was 
offered, ignoring the statutory definition allowing for "various combinations of ;;tcadem.ic <,Ul<;l 
experience based training.'' Tapis lnt'l v. INS, 94 F. Supp. 2d at 176. The court elaborated t.hat 
"[i]n fields where no specifically tailored baccalaureate program exists, the only possible way to 
achieve somethin.g equivalent is by studying a related field (orfields) and then obtaining specialized 
experience." /d. at 177. 

The AAO agrees with the district court juoge in Tapis lnt'l v. INS, that in satisfying the specialty 
occupation requirements, both the Act and the regulations require a bachelor's degree in a specific 
specialty or its equivalent, and that this language indicates that the degree does not have to be a 
degree in a single specific specialty. In generai, provided the specialties are closely related, e.g., 
chemistry artd biochemistry, a minimum of a bachelor's or higher degree in more than one specialty 
is recognized as satisfying the "degree in the specific specialty" requirement of section 214(i)(l)(B) 
of the Act. In such a case, the required "body of highly specialized knowledge" would essentially 
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be the same. Since there · must be a . dose correlation between the required "body of highly 
specialized knowledge'' and the position, however, a minhnum. entry requirement of a degree in two 
dispar~te fields, such as philosophy and engineering; would not meet the st~tutory requirement that 
the degree be ''in the specific specialty," unless the petitioner establishes how each field is directly 
related to the duties and responsibilities of the particular position such that the required body of 
highly specialized knowledge is essentially M ~malgcupation of these different specialties. ·Section 
214(i)(1)(B) (emphasis added). 

Moreover, the AAO also agrees that, if the requirements to perform the duties and job 
responsibilities of a proffered position are a combination of a general bachelor's degree and 
experience such that the stMdards at both section 214(i)(l)(A) and (B) of the Act have been 
.satisfied, then the proffered position may qualify as a speci:ilty occupation. The AAO does not fin:d, 
however, that the U.S. district court is stating that any position can qualify as a specialty occupation 
based solely on the claimed requirements of a petitioner. . · 

Instead, VSCIS must examine the actu~l employment requirements, and, on the basis of that 
examination, determine whether the position qualifies as a specialty occupation. See ge'JetaJly 
Defensor v. Meissner, 201 F. 3d 384. In this pursuit, the critical element is not the title of the 
position, or the fact that an employer has routinely insisted on certain educational standards, but 
whether performance of the position actually requires the theoretical and practical application of a 

·body of highly specialized knowledge, and the attainment of a baccalaureate or higher degree in a 
specific specialty as the minimum for entry into the occupation as required by the Act. 

In addition, the district court judge does not state in Tapis lnt'l v. INS that, simply because there is 
no specialty degree requirement for entry irito a particular position in a given occtJ.pational category, 
US CIS must recognize such a position as a specialty occupation if the beneficiary has the equivalent 
of a bachelor's degree in that field. In other words, the AAO does not find that Tapis Int'l v. INS 
stands for either (l) that a specialty occupation is determined by the qualifications of the beneficiary 
being petitioned to perform it; or (:2) that a position may qualify as a specialty occupation even 
when there is no specialty degree requirement, or its equivalent, for entry into a particular position 
in a given occupational cat~gory. 

First, USCiS cannot determine if a partic\llar job is a specialty occupation based on the 
qualifications ofthe beneficiary. A benefiCiary's credentials to perform a partiCtJ.lar job are relev,ant. 
only when the job is first found to qualify as a specialty occupation. USCIS is required instead to 
follow long-standing legal standards and determine first, whether the proffered position qualifies as 
a specialty occupation, and second, whether an alien beneficiary is qualified for the position at the 
time tbe nonimmigrant visa petition is filed. Cf Matter of Michael HertzAssoc., 19 I&N Dec, 558, 
560 (Comm'r 1988) ("The facts of a beneficiary's background only come at issue after it is found 
that the position in which the petitioner intends to employ him falls within [a · specialty 
occupation].''). · 

Second, in prom.u,lgating the H-1 B regulations, former JNS made clear that the definition of the term 
"specialty occupation" could not be expanded "to include those occupations whicb did .not require a 
bachelor;s degree in the specific specialty." 56 Fed. R,eg. 61111, 61112 (D~c. 2, 1991). More 
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Specifically, in responding to comments that "the definition of specialty occupation was tOo severe 
and would exclude certain occupations from classification as specialty occupations," the former INS 
stated that "[t]he definition ofspec;i_alty occupation contained in the statute contains this requirement 
[for a bachelor's degree in the specific specialty or its equivalent]" and, therefore, "may not be 
amended in the final rule." /d. 

In any ev~nt, counsel has furnished no evidence to establish that the facts of the instant petition are 
analogous to those in Tapis Int'l v. INS. The AAO also notes that, in contrast to the broad 
precedeiitial authority of the case law of ~ United States circuit court, the AAO is not bound to 
follow the published decision of a United States district court in matters arising even within the 
same district. See Matter of K-S-, · 20 I&N Dec. 715 (BIA l993). Alt,hougb. the reasoning 
underlying a district judge's decision will be given due c_onsideration when it is properly before the 
AAO, the analysis does not have to be followed as a matter of law. /d. at 719. 

Counsel also cites All Aboard Worldwide Couriers v. Attorney General, 8 F.Supp. 2d 379 (S.D.N.Y. 
1998), and states the following: 

In [All Aboard Worldwide Couriers], th~ Court upheld a challenge to a denied H-1B 
visa for a public relations consultant. ... 

Counsel is incorre_ct. The court in All Aboard Worldwide Couriers did not upbol<:l a challenge to a 
denied H-1B petition. To the contrary, the judge in that case affirmed the decision by the legacy 
INS to <:leny an H-1 B petition, stating the following: 

Plaintiffs' argument that the INS clearly abused its discretion in denying the visa 
petition to Virk, especially given that Virk previously had been afforded this status 
by the Service fot a job as a public relations consultant for a television broadcast 
company, is unavailing. 

* * * 
13eci;!.!JS-e the facts, viewed in the light most favorable to plaintiffs, do not create any 
possibility of abu_se of discretion on the part of the defendant INS in denying an 
H~lB visa to plaintiff Virk for her to work at plaintiff All Aboard, defendants' 
suii1inatyjudgment motion is GRANTED. 

/d. at 381, 382. 

Fin().l_ly, counsel cites to Residential Fin. Corp. v. U.S._ Citizenship & Immigration Services, 839 F. 
Supp. 2d 985 (S.D. Ohio 2012), for the proposition that "'[t]he knowledge and no[t] the title of the 
degree is what is important. Diplomas rarely come bearing occupa.tion-specific majors. What is 
required is an occupation that requires highly specialized knowledge and a prospective employee 
who ha.s att~ined the credentialing tndicating possession of that knowledge."' 
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The AAO agrees With the aforementioned proposition ~ha..t "[t]he knowledge and not the title of the 
degree is what is important." Again, in· gen.era..l., provided the specialties · are closely related, e.g., 
chemistry and biochemistry, a minimum of a bachelor's or higher degree in more t;lHll1 one specialty 
is recognized as satisfying the"degree in the speCific specialty" n£q\iitellielit of section 214(i)(l)(J3) 
of the A~t. li1 su~b a.. case, the required "body of highly specialized knoWledge" would essentially 
be the same. S.in.ce there mu,st be a close · correlation between the required "body of highly 
specialized kliowledge" and the position, however, a minimum ep.try requirement of a degree in two 
dtsparate fields, such as philosophy and engineering, would not meet the statutory z.-equirement that 
the degree be '' in the specific specialty,'' unless the petitioner establishes how each field is directly 
related to tbe (iuties apd responsibilities of the particular position such that the requited body of 
highly specializeo knowledge ~s essentially an amalgamation of these different specialties. Se.ction 
214(i)(l)(B) of the Act (emphasis added), For the a.forementioneo re~sons, however, the petitioner 
has failed to meet its burden and establish that the particular position offered in this ni;ltter requires 
a bachelor's or higher degree in a specific specialty, ot its equivalent, directly relat.ed to its duties i_n 
order to perform those duties. 

In any event, cou11sel has furnished no evidence to establish that the facts of the instant petition are 
. analogous to those in Residential Fin. Corp. v. U.S. Citizenship & Immigration Services. 8 'the AAO 
also notes again that, in contrast to the bro-ad precedential at~thority of the case law of a United . 
States circuit court, the AAO is not bol.ind to follow the published decision of a. United States 
district court in matters arising even within the saril.e district. See Matter of K-S-, 20 I&N Dec. at 
715, Although the reasoning underlying a district judge's decision will be given due consideration 
when it is properly before the .AAO, the analysis does no~ have to be followed as a ma~ter oflaw. , 
Id. at 719. 

For ali of these reasons, the AAO affirms its January 3, 2013 detetmination that the proffered 
position is not a specialty occupation. 

B. Beneficiary Qualifications 

On motion, in an attempt to satisfy 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(C)(2), counsel submits an evaluation 
of the beneficiary's educational credentials prep_ated by the on January 25, 
2013. According to this evaluation, the beneficiary's foreign education is equivalent to a bachelQr's 
degree in hospitality management awarded by an accredited college or l.iniversity in the Un_ited 
States. However, . as noted at the outset of this decision's. dis.cussion of the motion-to~reconsider 
component of this joint motion, that evaluation falls outside of a motion.to reconsider becau..se it 
wa.s not part of the evidence of record before the AAO when it made its decision to dismiss the 
appe~l. 

8 It is noted that the district judge' s decision in that case appears to have been based largely on the many 
factuai errors made by tqe service center in its decision denying the petition. The AAO further notes that the 
service t enter director's decision was not appealed to the AAO. Based on the district court's findings and 
description of tQ.e record, if that matter had first been appealed through the available administrative process, 
the AAO may very well have remanded the matter to the service cente:t for a new d~ision for many of the 

. sarile reasons articulated by the district court if these errors could not have been remedied by the AAO in its 
d,e novo _review of the matt~r. · 
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Accordingly, the AAO affirms its January 3; 2013 determination that the petitioner failed to 
establish th~t the beneficiary qualifies to perform the duties of a specialty occupation. 

III. Conclusion 

Finally, the motion shall be dismissed for failing to meet another applicable filing requirement. The 
regulation at 8 C.F.R. § 103.5(a)(l)(iii)(C) requires that motions be "[a]ccompanied by a statement 
about whether or not tbe validity of the unfavorable decision has been or is the subject of a:ny 
judicial proceeding." ln this matter, the rootioJ). goes not contain the statement required by 8 C.F.R. 
§ 103.5(a)(l)(iii)(C). Again, the regulation a:t 8 C.F.R. § 103.5(a)(4) st~tes tbat a motion which 
does not meet applicable requirements must be dismissed. Therefore, because the instant motion 
did n,ot meet the applicable fiHng requirement listed at 8 C.F.R. § 103.5(a)(l)(iii)(C), it must also be 
dismissed for this reason. 

As set forth above, the submissions constituting this joint motion do not meet the requirements of a 
motion to reopen described at 8 C.F.R. § 103.5(a.)(2) or the requirements of a motion to reconsider 
described at 8 C.F.R. § 103.5(a)(3). · 

The regulation at 8 C.F.R. § 103.5(a:)(4) states that a motion which does not meet applicable 
requirements must be dismissed. As counsel's SIJ.bmtssion meets the requirements of neither a 
motion to reopen not a motion to reconsider, it must be dismissed iJ). a:ecordance with 
8 C.F.R. § 103.5(a)(4). 

It shoiJ.ld ~so be noted for the record that, unless USCIS directs otherwise, the filing of a motion to 
reopen or recOJ).sider does riot stay the execution of any decision in a case or extend a previously set 
departure date. 8 C.F.R. § 103.5(a)(l)(iv). , · 

In visa petition proceedings, it is the petitioner's burden to establish eligibility for the immigration 
benefit sought. SectioQ. 291 of the Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1361; Matter ofOtiende, 26 I&N Dec. 127, 128 
(BIA 2013). Here, tha:t burden ha:s not beenmeL Accordingly, the motion wiil be dismissed, the 
proceedings will not be reopened or reconsidered, and the previous decisions of the director and _ the 
AAO will not be distttrbed. 

ORDER: The motion is dismissed. 


